Animal distribution among resource patches in a habitat has for the most part been treated as a deterministic process. When patch size is large compared with the animal's foraging range, individuals assess the quality of the patch by sampling small fractions of it, the sampled area (SA). In doing so, each individual may experience different patch qualities because of stochastic distribution of animal numbers in different SAs. We constructed an analytical model to explore the effect of stochasticity in the number of individuals within an SA on animal distribution between 2 patch types. We show that under certain assumptions, a global stable equilibrium in animal distribution is achieved, but this distribution is usually not ideal because different individuals experience different patch quality even within the same patch. We calculated the animal distribution at equilibrium for 2 different well-known gain functions and recorded their deviation from their respective ideal free distributions. The dependence of those deviations on population size may exhibit complex behaviors, which include minimal and maximal points, and the occurrence of undermatching and overmatching of the superior patch. The deviations depend strongly on the used gain function and its parameters. Our study illustrates the dramatic effects of stochastic assessment of patch value on animal spatial distribution.
A major goal of ecological research is to characterize the rules underlying the distribution of animals in space and time. The ideal free distribution (IFD) theory has been useful in explaining habitat selection and therefore the distribution of animals in heterogeneous environments (Fretwell and Lucas 1969; Fretwell 1972) . IFD theory may predict the proportion of animal numbers within different patches in the habitat, if patch gain and its dependence on animal density are known (Kennedy and Gray 1993) .
According to IFD theory, an evolutionarily stable strategy in animal distribution is achieved if individuals distribute themselves in a way that equalizes their gains in all patches (Cressman and Krivan 2006; Krivan et al. 2008) . We denote the gain function (i.e., the amount of resource an individual obtains per time unit in a certain patch) by g(n), where n is the number of individuals in the patch. The gain function usually depends on other parameters such as the nutritional value of food, input rate of various resources, and amount of interference. Various gain functions representing different resource properties and interactions among individuals have been suggested in the literature (Sutherland 1983; Moody and Houston 1995; Tregenza et al. 1996; Sutherland and Parker 1998; Jonzen et al. 2004 ). These gain functions lead to different IFDs, which can be calculated by equating the gains of all individuals in all patches in the habitat (Kennedy and Gray 1993) .
To assess the potential gain from a particular patch, animals need to collect information on the amount and quality of available resources and the number of competitors in the patch. Yet, many animals, such as fish (Shepherd and Litvak 2004) , insects (Yasuda and Ishikawa 1999; Krawchuk and Taylor 2003; Buse et al. 2007) , birds (Shochat et al. 2002; Morrand-Ferron et al. 2009 ), and mammals (Fryxell et al. 2004; Oatway and Morris 2007) , often explore patches much larger than their immediate foraging distances. In such cases, animals can sample only a fraction of the patch (Figure 1 ). Therefore, different animals that sample different parts of a single patch experience different gains due to stochasticity in gain function parameters and/or stochasticity in animal number n, which is the result of nonuniform distribution of individuals within the patch (Figure 1) . Thus, realistically, n and hence g(n) should all be considered as random variables and not as deterministic properties.
The effect of stochasticity in the gain function parameters and animal number n on animal distribution among patches has been explored in several studies (Earn and Johnstone 1997; Hakoyama 2003; Jonzen et al. 2004 ). These studies introduced resources and gains that randomly change over time; that is, they assume resources and gains to be timestochastic processes. For a specific time and animal distribution pattern, however, all animals in a particular patch are assumed to have the same gain (i.e., all of them experience the same realization of the stochastic process and each realization is deterministic). Yet, as explained before, each individual often experiences different gain even within the same patch due to, for example, variation in the number of competitors n found within its vicinity. In that case, the stochasticity in g(n) is driven by animal distribution and is not time dependent. This type of stochasticity should not be confused with the way some studies have treated populations consisting of phenotypes with different competitive abilities (Parker and Sutherland 1986; Sutherland and Parker 1992; Yates and Broom 2005) . In those studies, different gains were assigned to specific subgroups (phenotypes), which resulted in deterministic process.
Earlier studies demonstrated that stochasticity in the gain function due to time-dependent processes may have a significant effect on animal spatial distribution and deviation from the IFD (Earn and Johnstone 1997; Hakoyama 2003; Jonzen et al. 2004) . The unique effects of stochasticity attributed to spatial variation in animal distribution have been found in a single-population dynamics (Law et al. 2003 ) and predatorprey interactions (Murrell 2005) . In these studies, spatial stochasticity dramatically affected the size of the respective populations at equilibrium. In addition, and unlike predictions stemming from classical foraging theory (i.e., zero-one preference rule; Stephens and Krebs 1986), local spatial stochasticity in prey items has been found to cause partial preference of its predator (Krivan and Berec 2000) . Realistic representation of patch gain as a random variable thus promises to yield interesting and important results concerning animal distribution in a patchy habitat; that is, animal distribution is not expected to be ideal (not an IFD) because not all individuals experience the same gain.
In the present study, we assessed the effect of stochastic gain functions, which was derived from sampling only fractions of patches in the habitat, on animal distribution and its deviation from IFD predictions. For the study, we used an analytical model and numerical simulations. The analysis incorporates 2 different gain functions that are commonly used in the literature.
MODEL OUTLINES
We modeled a 2D habitat with a fixed number of competitors (i.e., no population dynamics) that move between 2 patch types (a binary habitat), a poor and a superior patch. The 2 patches are assumed to have the same area and accessibility. Because the whole area of each patch is hard to explore, individuals asses their gain by sampling a certain fraction of the area, p. We denote the sampled area as SA (see Figure 1) .
The model was initiated by haphazardly assigning animals to the 2 patches.
We first present the case where animals move in random directions and at a constant speed within patches. Later, we refer to the case where animal movement within patches is not random. During movement, animals sample a constant fraction, p (0 p 1), of the patch they inhabit. Some of them occasionally move to a different patch type. In doing so, they compare their SA gain in their current position (new patch) to their previous one (old patch) and choose to settle in the patch with the higher gain. Because the number of individuals within an SA is a random variable (if animals are not uniformly distributed within patches), and g(s) (s ¼ animal number within SA) is density dependent, different individuals experience different gains and thus make different movement decisions according to the individual number found within their SA. As will be shown later, given enough time, animal distribution between the 2 patches reaches a unique stable equilibrium. Individuals in this distribution, which we denote as stochastic free distribution (SFD), may experience different gains at any given moment. Therefore, SFD is not necessarily an IFD. We also calculated animal distribution when all the gains are equal, which is the same as SFD for p ¼ 1 this distribution represents a deterministic (ordinary) IFD model (DIFD). We finally calculated the difference D, between SFD and DIFD, to be the deviation from IFD. We stress here that both distributions, DIFD and SFD, depend on the gain function used; that is, different gain functions yield different distributions and different deviations D for the same habitat. The current study explores the effects of patch sampling on SFD and D by using 2 gain functions commonly used in the literature.
MODEL FORMULATION AND ANALYSIS
Animal distribution is defined as the proportion of animals inhabiting the superior patch, which we denote as patch 2; that is, animal distribution ¼ (number of animals in patch 2)/(total number of animals in the habitat). We show in the following how animal distribution is calculated based on deterministic (T ¼ theoretical distribution) and stochastic (S ¼ stochastic distribution) models. Finally, we calculate the deviation from IFD, D ¼ T 2 S.
DIFD calculation
Let g i (n) be the gain function in patch i (i can be 1 or 2), where both n (population size) and g i (n) are deterministic. Because the gain of all animals within the habitat (DIFD; Equation 1) should be equal (Kennedy and Gray 1993; Cressman and Krivan 2006; Krivan et al. 2008 ), we get:
where N i is the population size in patch i and N the total population size. We assume that system 1 has a unique solution, N i * (i.e., it has a DIFD solution), in the domain (0 N 1 N and 0 N 2 N); that is, N i * ¼ F i (N), where F i depends on total population size N. For the DIFD therefore, T is:
It should be stressed that T depends on the gain functions g i (n); different gain functions may have different parameters for each patch (such as resource input rate etc.) that may yield different DIFD.
Calculation of SFD
When animals can sample only a fraction of the patch area, that is, 0 p 1, an SFD is obtained. We constructed a probabilistic model where each animal experiences different patch gain when SA is smaller or equal to patch size.
Let N 2 represent the population size in the superior patch type (patch 2). If the population is relatively large, N 2 can be considered to be continuous and we can write:
where f(N 2 ) is the net flow of animal into the superior patch. We now derive an expression for f(N 2 ).
Calculation of f(N 2 )
If we assume that individuals move randomly in the habitat at speed v (i.e., they move in a constant speed and at azimuths uniformly distributed in the interval [0, 2p]), then according (Holmes et al. 1994) , the net random flows of animal into the superior and the poor patches are, respectively:
where J ij (N 2 ) is the net random individual flow from patch i to patch j, A the total habitat area (in our system, the area of patch 1 ¼ area of patch 2 ¼ A/2), l the length of borders between patches and v the animal movement speed. After arriving at a new location, an animal can decide whether to return to its previous position or stay in the current one. We will now calculate these transition probabilities, when the new and old positions are located in 2 different patch types. In the calculation, we assume that during sampling, the number of competitors within an SA does not change because of individual movements within and between patches.
Let us assume that N i individuals inhabit patch i (i ¼ 1 or 2). An individual that has moved from patch i to patch j would stay in patch j if the gain it experiences is greater than that it experienced in patch i. Otherwise, it will return to its previous position in patch i. In an SFD model, we assume that a proportion p of the area of each patch is sampled (SA) by each individual. If s i individuals are found in a particular SA (belong to a certain individual) in patch i, the condition for which 2 SAs yield the same gain in 2 distinct patches is:
In our model, animals are able to distinguish between the 2 patch types, so different SAs are sampled within 2 distinct patches even when individuals are on the border between 2 patch types; that is, animals do not mix 2 patch types within a single SA.
The original IFD theory is not spatial; patches do not posses any spatial property. Here, however, spatial scaling must be incorporated if we assume that only a fraction p of the patch is actually being sampled; the gain function usually consists of parameters that may be area dependent and therefore must be scaled to account for the proportion p. We will discuss this issue later, when we consider particular gain functions. Solving for s 2 in Equation 5 yields:
Moreover, because g i (s i ) is decreasing with s i , it is easy to verify that s 2 ¼ h(s 1 ) is an increasing function of s 1 . We conclude from Equations 5 and 6 that the transition probabilities from patch 1 to patch 2 and from patch 2 to patch 1 are the probabilities of the events s 2 , h(s 1 ) and s 2 . h(s 1 ), respectively. We now calculate the probabilities of the events P{s 2 ¼ h(s 1 )} ¼ P 0 , P{s 2 , h(s 1 )} ¼ P 12 , and P{s 2 . h(s 1 )} ¼ P 21 , where P ij denotes the transition probabilities of moving from patch i to patch j. Because s 2 ¼ h(s 1 ) is an increasing function of s 1 , we get:
where PDF(j 1 , j 2 , N 1 , N 2 , p) is the joint probability mass function that an SA of fraction p includes j 1 individuals in patch 1 and j 2 individuals in patch 2. The joint probability PDF(j 1 , j 2 , N 1 , N 2 , p) depends also on individual number in patches 1 and 2, N 1 and N 2 , respectively. If the events ''an SA consists of j 1 individuals in patch 1'' and ''an SA consists of j 2 individuals in patch 2'' are independent, we can write PDF(j 1 , j 2 , N 1 , N 2 , p) as the product of 2 independent distributions; that is: PDFðj 1 ; j 2 ; N 1 ; N 2 ; pÞ ¼ PDFðj 1 ; N 1 ; pÞ 3 PDFðj 2 ; N 2 ; pÞ ð8Þ
where PDF(j i , N i , p) is the probability to find j i individuals in an SA of fraction p in patch i inhabited by N i individuals. With the aid of Equation 8, Equation 7 can be rewritten as:
PDFðj 1 ; N 2 N 2 ; pÞPDFðhðj 1 Þ; N 2 ; pÞ
PDFðj 1 ; N 2 N 2 ; pÞPCFðhðj 1 Þ; N 2 ; pÞ 2 P 0
where N is the total population size in the entire habitat, that is, N 1 1 N 2 ¼ N, and PCF the probability cumulative distribution function:
PDFðu; N i ; pÞ ð 10Þ
If we assume that animals are randomly scattered in each patch, it is easy to show that j i has a binomial distribution (Papoulis and Pillai 2002) ; that is, the probability of finding j i individuals within the proportion p of patch i (a patch inhabited by N i individuals) is:
Setting the expression in Equation 11 into Equations 9 and 10 yields the desired transition probabilities, P ij , in the case of random distribution within patches.
The organisms in our model are conferred with the ability to remember the quality of their previous position for 2 reasons. First, many organisms, even the most primitive ones, have the ability to avoid or backtrack when faced with unfavorable conditions (Madigan et al. 2009 ). Second, this meets the requirements for DIFD as formulated by Cressman and Krivan (2006) ; that is, the animals should not move from a superior position to a poor one. We do allow, however, for random movement within patches to allow the use of Equation 11. If other adaptive movement rules lead to nonrandom distributions of animals within patches, Equation 11 would no longer be valid. We address this issue below, in SFD for Nonrandom Distributions.
For certain patch gain functions, the functions h(s) can be calculated via Equation 6, and for constant population size N, P ij can be considered a function of N 2 (Equation 9). Therefore, the net flow of animal to patch type 2 is given by Equations 4 and 9-11:
Solutions of Equation 3
Equilibriums of Equation 3 can be found by equating the righthand side to zero; that is, f(N 2 ) ¼ 0. Appendix A shows that Equation 3 has a unique asymptotically global equilibrium, N 20 , (f(N 20 ) ¼ 0); that is, given enough time, the distribution of individuals among patch types will reach a unique equilibrium that is independent of the initial animal distribution. The time needed to reach equilibrium and the value of N 20 depend on 
when we use Equation 2. It can be shown (Appendix B) that when the SA becomes relatively large compared with the patch size, DIFD and SFD converge to the same value; that is, when p / 1, D / 0. As we shall see later, however, D can be substantially larger when p is much smaller than 1.
Gain functions
To calculate both DIFD and SFD, gain functions must be defined. We now introduce 2 gain functions commonly used in the ecological literature and calculate their respective h(s 1 ) functions (Equation 6). Sutherland (1983) proposed that when a patch has a continuous input of resources, which is divided among n individuals that may exhibit interference and scramble competition, the gain function can be written as:
Su gain
where Q is a constant representing the continuous resource input rate and m the interference coefficient (Hassel and Varley 1969) .
Here, the gain function depends on 2 parameters Q and m, which are deterministic and considered to be constant within each patch. The gain function does not relate to any spatial scales. Therefore, the deterministic IFD theory of the gain function in Equation 14 is only related to among-patches distribution and not to within-patch properties. If, however, only a fraction p of the patch is sampled, we must include some assumptions about the spatial property of the patch, which will allow us to calculate the SFD. Because the patch is considered homogeneous with respect to resource distribution, we assume that resource input rate is proportional to patch area; that is, if an individual samples a fraction p of the patch area, then it would experience resource input rate that equals to pQ. This assumption is biologically reasonable; if the resource input rate Q were not area dependent, then all individuals would have the same gain irrespective of the size of their patch or SA area; that is, an increase in animal density would not reduce their individual gain.
Scaling the Su gain in Equation 14 can therefore be done by substituting pQ for Q, and s, animal number within the respective SA, for n. We can now find h(s 1 ) by equating the gains in 2 SAs within different patches (Equations 5 and 6):
where Q i and s i are the input rates and individual number within an SA in patch i, respectively. In that case, h(s 1 ) is not affected by scaling the gain function.
Linear gain
Another commonly used gain function is the linear gain (Jonzen et al. 2004) , which is based on the logistic equation in population dynamics (Hassel 1978) or can arise under other circumstances of scramble and interference competitions (Tregenza et al. 1996) :
Biologically interpreted, r is the resource input rate in unoccupied patches (i.e., when n ¼ 0) and k determines the number of individuals for which the net gain is zero due to competition (according to Equation 16, when n ¼ k, g ¼ 0). Here too, we assume that the resource input rate is area dependent. Therefore, scaling the linear gain can be done by substituting pr, pk, and s for r, k, and n in Equation 16, respectively; that is, when SA is only a fraction p of the patch, both r and k should be scaled accordingly. Following the procedure above, h(s 1 ) (Equation 6) can be calculated as:
where r i and k i are r and k for patch i.
In this case, scaling the gain function changes the function h(s). Because both gain functions decrease with animal number, s, it is evident that h(s) is an increasing function of s, as previously explained.
Habitat contrast Both h(s 1 ) in Equations 15 and 17 are complicated functions of the gain function parameters Q i , m, r i , and k i . To simplify calculations and obtain more intuitive results, we introduce a new dimensionless parameter, the habitat contrast, which denotes the difference or contrast between the qualities of the 2 patch types in the habitat.
For the Su gain, we assume that the continuous inputs Q i in the 2 patch types differ in a factorial way; that is, Q 2 ¼ cQ 1 (c ! 1). Therefore, the function h(s) (from Equation 15) for the Su gain would be:
As a result, the function h(s 1 ) depends on 2 habitat parameters, m and c, instead of 3 (m, Q 1 , Q 2 ).
In the case of a linear gain, we assume that both parameters r and k in the 2 patch types differ in a factorial way; that is:
Hence, from Equation 17b:
Here too, the function h(s 1 ) depends on only 2 parameters, c and k 1 (instead of 4, see Equation 17b).
Numerical simulations of Equation 13
We calculated D for the 2 gain functions defined in Equations 14 and 16, using h(s) functions in Equations 18 and 20. To explore how D during equilibrium depends on certain parameters, we numerically solved the equation f(N 2 ) ¼ 0 (Equation 12) to find N 20 (using Equations 4, (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) 18 , and 20; easily done by exploiting the f(N 2 ) properties presented in Appendix A). Then, we calculated D using Equation 13. In general, D depends on the following variables: A, N, c, k 1 , m, and p (Equations 4, 9, 12, 18, and 20; parameters l and v are not factors because they cancel out in the equation f(N 2 ) ¼ 0). In the numerical simulations, we set the habitat area A to be constant and explored how variation of p, k 1 , c, and m changes the An example for this effect is depicted in Figure 5 ; for low c values (c ' 1), the graph of D(N) is negative for most 
ANALYSIS OF SIMULATION RESULTS
The results demonstrate that the deviation from IFD due to patch sampling could be substantial and may have complicated behavior, depending on the gain function used, its parameters, the total population size, and p. Deciphering the behavior of the deviations is difficult because the expressions of D contain large number of terms (the number of additive terms of Equation 9 can be '5 3 10 6 ). Because of properties of the binomial distribution, most of these terms are negligible for low enough values of p or N (Equation 11) and therefore enable us to capture some important features of the results.
We start by calculating f(N 2 ) (in Equations 3 and 12) for both gain functions when p or N is low. If PDF(i, j) represents the probability that an individual experiences i competitors in patch 1 (poor patch) and then j competitors in patch 2 (superior patch) within its SA (as in Equation 7, for simplicity, we omitted the dependency on N 1 , N 2 , and p), for low enough N or p, PDF(i, j) for i ! 2 or j ! 2 is negligible. By neglecting the respective PDF(i, j) and using Equations 4, 7, and 12, we can approximate the f(N 2 ) for the Su gain and the linear gain to be: We now approximate the SFD, S, for the 2 gain functions while assuming that p or N is low enough (or equivalently, when N / 0 or p / 0). When N 1 ¼ N 2 , PDF(0, 1) ¼ PDF(1, 0) and fsu(N 2 ) ' 0 (Equation 21a). We therefore conclude that for the Su gain function, when population size or p is low, N 1 ' N 2 so S ' 0.5 (or equivalently, when N / 0 or p / 0 then S / 0.5). Assuming that N or p is low enough for the linear gain, both PDF(0, 1) and PDF(1, 0) can be neglected (i.e., the probability that an SA contains 1 individual or more is negligible) and f lin(N 2 ) ' N 1 f(0, 0); that is, f lin(N 2 ) ' 0 when N 1 ' 0, so N 2 ' N and S ' 1 (or equivalently, when N / 0 or p / 0 then S / 1, Equation 21b).
The difference between the 2 patches could be understood intuitively: When p or N is low in the Su gain, most individuals, in both patches, experience no competitors within their vicinity. Thus, their gain approaches infinity (Equation 14: n / 0 1 » g / 1 N). All those individuals therefore experience the same gain and do not move between patches. However, if some of individuals have 1 competitor in their SA in the current patch and no competitors in the other, they will move to the other patch because it has a higher gain (infinite). This occurs in a symmetrical way for both patches; hence, the net flow of individuals into each patch cancels out when individuals are evenly distributed among them, that is, when S ¼ 0.5. This is valid if N or p is low enough; that is, cases where individuals' experience more than 1 competitor is negligible (Equation 21a).
Most individuals do not experience competition when p or N is low enough, also when we use the linear gain function. Yet, unlike the Su gain function, the linear gain function indicates that gains of individuals with no other competitors in their vicinity are pr 1 and pr 2 in patch 1 and 2, respectively (Equations 16 and 17). Because r 2 . r 2 (Equation 19 with c . 1), patch 2 becomes more attractive to most individuals and hence S / 1.
Note that when p ¼ 0, there are no competitors within the SA in both cases (the linear gain and the Su gain, see Equation 11). Due to scaling, the Su gain function becomes g i (s i ) ¼ pQ i /s i (Equations 14 and 15). For p ¼ 0 and s ¼ 0, therefore, the gain is not defined and so is the distribution of individuals between the patches. In the linear gain, when p ¼ 0, scaling leads to zero gain by all individuals (Equations 16 and 17) . In such a case, every distribution is in equilibrium and the SFD is not unique anymore. Mathematically, f(N 2 ) in Equation 3 is identically zero (no movement occurs between patches because P 0 ¼ 1 and the transition probabilities P ij ¼ 0, see Equations 9c and 12), and the system has a continuum of neutrally stable equilibriums in animal distribution.
We now turn to calculate the DIFD, T, for both gain functions for low N. Using Equations 1 and 14 and assuming m ¼ 1 (in Equation 14) , T for the Su gain function is given by:
where Tsu is the DIFD distribution for the Su gain and c the habitat contrast. Note that Tsu does not depend on total population size N. Equation 22 is a straightforward outcome of the habitat matching law; that is, the proportion of animals in habitat patches is equal to the proportion of resource available in those patches (Kennedy and Gray 1993) . Equations 1 and 16 can be used in the same way to yield Tlin, the DIFD distribution of the linear gain function:
Unlike the Su gain function, Tlin does depend on total population size N. For low N, Tlin ¼ 1 and for N / N, Tlin / 0.5. This result is predictable; when population size is low, most individuals will find the superior patch (patch 2) more attractive and hence Tlin ¼ 1. If, however, population size is high, most individuals will experience strong competition, which will cause the gain to be equally low (maybe even negative; see Equation 16) in both patches. Hence, Tlin / 0.5 when N / N.
Approximation for the SFD can also be employed when p or N is high; the coefficient of variance in competitor distribution within the SAs decreases and sampling becomes more accurate for both gain functions, that is, when N / N or p / 1, D / 0 (see also Appendix B). Equipped with those approximations, we now explain some of the properties of D(N) depicted in 
where Dsu and Dlin are the deviations for the Su and the linear gain functions, respectively. For c . 1, c/(c 1 1) . 0.5, we get Dsu . 0; that is, undermatching would always be observed for low N when Su gain function is used. As explained before, Dsu / 0 when N is high (see Figures 2 and 4) .
For the linear gain function, however, D / 0 for both low (Equation 24b) and high N values (as noted before). Because D (N) is not constant, we conclude that it must have an 
The dependency of D(N) on p
If we set population size N to be constant, then for low enough p, the value of S for the Su gain will approach 0.5 and the deviation from DIFD will increase (see Equation 24a and Figure 2 ). When p is low for the linear gain, S / 1 (as explained earlier , Equation 21). If N is high enough so that T lin , 1 (Equation 23 ), then Dlin , 0 (Equation 24b) and overmatching is observed for low enough p (Figure 3 ). Combining this result with the analysis in the previous section, we deduce that for low p values, Dlin must have a minimal point (at least 1 point) as depicted in Figure 3 .
The dependency of D(N) on c
The approximations given in Equation 21 do not provide information about the behavior of f(N 2 ) as a function of habitat contrast c. To do that, we assume now that the initial distribution of animals between patches is DIFD. As explained earlier, f(N 2 ) decreases monotonically with N 2 (see Appendix A). Therefore, the sign of f(N 2 ) in DIFD can indicate overmatching and undermatching of the superior patch; overmatching and undermatching are expected when f(N 2 ) . 0 and f(N 2 ) , 0, respectively. In DIFD, it is always true that N 2 . N 1 and PDF(0, 1) . PDF(1, 0) when c . 1. We can see from Equation 21a that fsu(N 2 ) , 0. Therefore, undermatching always exists for Su gain systems with low N (Figures 2 and 4) . Equations 22 and 24a indicate that for low population sizes, an increase of c leads to an increase of both Tsu and Dsu, as depicted in Figure 4 .
For Equation 21b to hold, N must not be too low, so both PDF(0, 1) and PDF(1, 0) cannot be neglected, or too high, so all other PDF(i, j) where i ! 2 and j ! 2 are negligible. From Equations 8 and 11, we can see that
; that is, PDF(0, 0) does not depend on the values of N 1 and N 2 but on total population size N, which is assumed to be constant here. Therefore, PDF(0, 0) does not depend on c, although N 1 and N 2 do (the higher is c, the higher is N 2 and the lower is N 1 in DIFD, see Equations 22 and 23). When c is low (c / 1), N 2 ' N 1 (in DIFD, Equation 23) and PDF(1, 0) ' PDF(0, 1) (i.e., the probability of finding 1 individual in 1 patch and zero on the other are equal when N 1 ' N 2 ). Therefore, N 1 PDF(1, 0) 2 N 2 PDF(0, 1) / 0. Because PDF(0, 0) does not depend on c, f lin(N 2 ) . 0 (Equation 21b) and overmatching is observed for low enough c values, and intermediate N size (as explained before, Figure 5) . If, however, c .. 1, N 2 / N and N 1 / 0 (Equation 23, while PDF(0, 0) remains constant as a function of c), the first 2 terms in Equation 21b are negligible and flin(N 2 ) , 0; that is, undermatching would be observed ( Figure 5 ). Taking these together with the results of our analysis of the extremum point of D(N) above, we conclude that D(N) would have a maximal point (at least 1 point) when c is high enough (c .. 1) and a minimal point (at least 1 point) when c is low (c / 1), as depicted in Figure 5 .
Our crude approximations in Equation 21 may therefore provide important insights for the behavior of D(N) found in our numerical simulations (Figures 2-5 ). Yet, our analysis could not predict, for example, how many maximal/minimal points would be observed in D(N) of the linear gain function, or whether D(N) . 0 for all N values for the Su gain function. To do that, more terms should be added to the expressions of f(N 2 ) in Equation 21. This, however, would make f(N 2 ) much more difficult to analyze. Yet, our approximation method could also be applied to any other gain function, to assess its deviations from IFD when animals can only sample a small part of their patch habitat.
SFD FOR NONRANDOM DISTRIBUTIONS
In the previous sections, we assumed random distribution of animals within patches. However, more complicated adaptive movement rules of many species may yield other distributions. We now elaborate on the ways our modeling framework could be used to explore the distribution of animals between 2 resource patches (as in Figure 1 ), when their distribution within each patch cannot be assumed to be random (and hence Equation 11 is no longer valid).
Following our modeling approach, we should first calculate the probability PDF(j 1 , j 2 , N 1 , N 2 , p) (Equation 7) and the net flow into each patch J ij (N 2 ) (Equation 4), according to the movement rules of the animals in the habitat. When animal movement in the habitat is not random, the 2 expressions may also depend on time [PDF(j 1 , j 2 , N 1 , N 2 , p, t) and J ij (N 2 , t)]. The dependency on time occurs when the distribution and the flow of animals within and between patches, respectively, are not random but change over time. In many cases, however, given enough time, the distribution PDF(j 1 , j 2 , N 1 , N 2 , p, t) and the net flow J ij (N 2 , t) will approach a steady state, which is time independent; that is, PDF(j 1 , j 2 , N 1 , N 2 , p, t) / PDF(j 1 , j 2 ,
The transition probability between the 2 patch types can now be calculated by substituting the calculated PDF(j 1 , j 2 , N 1 , N 2 , p) in Equation 7. In many cases, the assumption of independency of the events ''finding j 1 individuals within an SA in patch 1'' and ''finding j 2 individuals in an SA in patch 2'' is quite reasonable so Equation 8 can be used to calculate the transition probabilities in Equation 9. We now provide a simple example for PDF(j 1 , j 2 , N 1 , N 2 , p) calculation when animal movements within patches is not random.
Let us assume that a proportion q (0 q 1) of the animals is strictly territorial and therefore the animals are uniformly distributed within each patch. The rest of the animals (1 2 q) are indifferent to conspecifics because, for example, they are at a different physiological state (nonreproductive), exhibit a different life-history strategy, or have more limited ability to retain information. Therefore, they are randomly scattered within each patch. Following arguments similar to those found in Papoulis and Pillai (2002) , it can be shown that the probability of finding j i competitors in a fraction p of a patch inhabited by N i individuals is given by: . We stress here that in general, unlike the current example, the calculation of both J ij (N 2 ) and PDF(j 1 , j 2 , N 1 , N 2 , p) from a known set of movement rules can be a formidable task.
Setting the transition probabilities P ij and the expressions for the net flow J ij in Equation 12, lets us calculate the equilibriums in animal distribution between patches. For many Our results indicate that deviations from IFD can be either positive or negative, representing undermatching or overmatching of the superior patch, respectively. The existence of overmatching and undermatching depends on the used gain function, population size, habitat contrast, and fraction of the habitat sampled by the individuals.
Distribution models, in which the percentage of animals in a patch depends on total population size in the habitat, are algebraic outcomes of certain gain functions (see Tregenza et al. 1996 and Equation 23 ). Figures 2 and 4 demonstrate that deviations from IFD can be density dependent (i.e., depend on the total population size in the habitat) even when the respective deterministic gain function produces density-independent distributions (Equation 22). A densitydependent deviation may also occur when animals are unable to detect small variations in population densities due to perceptual constrains (Abrahams 1986; Gray and Kennedy 1994; Hakoyama and Iguchi 1997) . In such cases, density-dependent deviation from IFD may occur when animal density is above a certain threshold and various gains of the patches in the habitat become indistinguishable (Abrahams 1986) . Our model assumes stochastic gain functions. Therefore, density-dependent deviation is not limited to a certain threshold and it occurs for a wide range of population sizes in the habitat (Figures 2-5) .
For the most part, we assumed the distribution of animals to be random within patches and that the samples taken from distinct patches are independent. Those assumptions are not always valid. Random distribution implies no interactions among individuals; yet, adaptive animal behaviors may yield a wide variety of distributions where the number of individuals within an SA cannot be represented by binomial distributions as in Equation 11 . Clearly, the more uniform the distribution of animals in the patch, the smaller the variance in the number of individuals within an SA. As a result, D will also decrease with an increase in uniformity of animal distribution within patches.
Animal distribution among patches is determined by migration rules. Different migration mechanisms may produce flow expressions differing from the one in Equation 4. This would yield distributions that may or may not be an IFD (Krivan et al. 2008) . We have found additional migration rules, which are not presented here, that lead to DIFD (i.e., gains of all individuals are equal). Yet, those migration rules yielded different distributions, none of which was an IFD, when animals could sample only a fraction of each patch. This outcome is the result of the stochasticity in our model that acts to change the way animals move between patches (see Equation 12) and thus affects their respective distributions (Krivan et al. 2008) .
The distribution pattern of animals in large habitats has been investigated using spatially explicit models (Westerberg and Wennergren 2003; Westerberg et al. 2005) . Although mathematically elegant, they suffer from unrealistic assumptions, such as density-independent migration. Tyler and Hargrove (1997) proposed a spatially explicit individual-based model where the mobility of individuals in each time increment is small compared with habitat dimension. This model, however, is deterministic, and limited migration ability has a minor effect on deviations from IFD. Moreover, general conclusions are hard to deduce when using numerical simulations such as individual-based modeling (Berec 2002) .
Our study illustrates the dramatic effects of stochastic assessment of patch value on animal distribution. This stochastic sampling is a realistic representation of the way animals use partial information about their surrounding to forage for more profitable patches. Stochasticity may also be incorporated into various gain function parameters, such as Q, m, r, and k (Equations 14 and 16), by representing them as random variables. Together with various migration rules and gain functions, these configurations may yield higher variability in animal distribution patterns in patchy habitats.
APPENDIX A The equilibrium of Equation 3 and its stability
Equilibriums of Equation 3 can be found by equating the right-hand side to zero; that is, f(N 2 ) ¼ 0. When all individuals are concentrated in the poor patch, N 2 ¼ 0, and the only flow that exists is of individuals from the poor patch to the superior one, which resulted in f(0) . 0. When all individuals are concentrated in the superior patch, N 2 ¼ N, and the only flow that may exist is from the superior patch to the poor one, which resulted in f(N) 0.
When more individuals are added to the superior patch, an increase in P 21 (N 2 ) and a decrease in P 12 (N 2 ) occurred. This result is intuitive because an increase in animal density in the superior patch would increase the probability that an individual will find the poor patch more profitable (i.e., of a higher gain; see also Equations 6 and 9-11). Increasing N 2 also increases J 21 (N 2 ) and decreases J 12 (N 2 ) (Equation 4). We therefore conclude (using Equation 12) that f(N 2 ) is a decreasing function of N 2 .
Because, as explained earlier, f(0) . 0, f(N) 0, and f(N 2 ) is decreasing for 0 N 2 N, the graph of f(N 2 ) crosses the N 2 axis only once. Therefore, Equation 3 has a unique globally stable equilibrium at N 2 ¼ N 20 6 ¼ 0 (i.e., f(N 20 ) ¼ 0). The global stability of the equilibrium can be shown by defining f 2 (N 2 ) to be a Lyapunov function (see also Nayfe and Balachandran 1995) .
APPENDIX B
A proof that D(p) / 0 as p / 1
We show that deviations defined in Equation 13 converge to zero when p / 1. Note that the dependency of D in p, that is, the function D(p), is a polynomial in p (see Equations 4 and 9-13). Therefore, it has a limit in p ¼ 1; that is:
We now show that D(p ¼ 1) ¼ 0. If we set in Equation 12 the deterministic IFD population sizes for patch 1 and 2, N 1d and N 2d , respectively, we get: 
All other products in the sum of Equation 27 are zero because the PDFs are binomial (as in Equation 11 ). However, from Equations 5 and 6 we can see that for DIFD, h(N 1d ) ¼ N 2d . Therefore, PDF(h(N 1d ), N 2d , p ¼ 1) ¼ 1 and P 0 ¼ 1 for p ¼ 1. This means that if the SA is equal to the patch area, that is, p ¼ 1, then the probability that individuals will experience the same gain in both patches is guaranteed if the population is divided in DIFD among patches. Because P 0 ¼ 1, then P 12 ¼ P 21 ¼ 0 (Equations 7c and 9c) and f(N 2d ) ¼ 0 (Equation 26). As previously discussed (Appendix A), Equation 26 has a unique root (i.e., N 20 ¼ N 2d , the unique equilibrium of Equation 3). We therefore conclude that for p ¼ 1, SFD and DIFD always have the same distribution among patches and therefore D ¼ 0 for p ¼ 1.
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